
The Collection #92

By Marjolein Wormsbecher
magnificentmagnolias.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1516 (Wildflower set), CR1517 (Field Bouquet), Craft stencil: PS8071 (Large Envelope by Marjolein), Creatables: 
LR0622 (Tiny’s blackberries), LR0509 (Tiny’s butterflies set), Die cut and embossing machine, Pretty Papers design paper pad: 
PK9167 (French Antiques by Els), Velvet card A4: white 200 grs, Snow paper: CA3104, Tulle: white, Double-sided tape, Pencil: fine

Draw the outer lines of the craft stencil onto white velvet card, 
cut out and score all folding lines, except for the top flap.
Draw the inner lines onto design paper, also the ones that will 
be visible when opening the envelope. Cut out and adhere to the 
basic envelope.
Die cut the flowers, leaves and twigs from white velvet card and 
adhere inside the envelope. Adhere the tufts of white tulle using 
double-sided tape.
Fold and adhere the envelope, except for the top flap.
Adhere the blackberry twigs over the edges of the envelope.
Fold an A4-size sheet of white velvet card in half along the 
long side. Place on the envelope with the open flap against the 
centre fold and trace in pencil and then cut out.
Adhere this blank card to the reverse side of the basic envelope 
and decorate with design paper.
Die cut two butterflies from soft glitter paper and adhere.
Complete the envelope card with adhesive pearls.

Extra needed for envelope 1:
Soft glitter paper: CA3144 
(platinum), Adhesive pearls: 
CA3132 (white)

Draw the outline of the craft stencil onto white velvet card, cut 
out the envelope and score the lines.
To decorate draw the inner lines of the stencil onto design 
paper.
Cut out all parts and adhere to the envelope.
Cut a 14.2 x 10.2 cm blank card from white velvet card and 
adhere to the back of the basic envelope. Adhere 13.6 cm x 9.6 
cm design paper.
Die cut flowers, leaves and twigs from green card. Then die 
cut the flowers in the colours you like, cut off their stems and 
adhere to the green shapes. Work them with ink in different 
shades.
Adhere the tufts of tulle to the inside of the envelope with 
double-sided tape and then adhere the flowers on top. Close the 
envelope. 
Die cut two butterflies from white velvet card and adhere.
Position the blackberry twig onto the edge of the envelope.
Draw the label onto white velvet card, cut out and adhere to the 
reverse side of the card.

Extra needed for envelope 2:
Different card colours, 
Soft glitter paper: CA3144 
(platinum), Stamping ink 
Versa Magic Dew Drops: 
midnight black, pretty 
petunia, wheat, gingerbread, 
jumbo java



Making the base: Follow the general instructions.
Cut a 29.7 x 8 cm strip (cylinder) from white velvet card and die cut two small basic circles, use 
the small zigzag cutting die. Measure the height of the cylinder and cut design paper of the right 
size to decorate. Stamp a black text onto the design paper before assembling and adhering the 
box. Die cut chocolates from kraft, white velvet card and dark brown card, ink with distress ink 
walnut stain and adhere. Decorate the chocolate heart with a white gel pen.
Making the lid: Follow the general instructions.
Die cut two large basic circles. Cut a 29.7 x 4 cm (height of the lid) strip from white velvet card 
and use the large zigzag cutting die.
Cut a few 29.7 x 2 cm strips from white velvet card to line the inside of the lid if the clearance is 
too wide.
Decorating the lid: Die cut the leaves and rolled flowers from design paper and snow paper. Roll 
the flowers with a quilling pen or a cocktail stick and give the leaves and petals a more natural 
rounded shape with a bone folder.
Adhere the decorations with a glue gun or tacky glue. Add adhesives pearls and white ribbon to 
complete.

Making the base: Follow the general instructions.
Die cut two small basic squares. Cut two 17 x 6.5 cm strips from white velvet card (base) and use 
the small zigzag cutting die.
Measure the height of the base and cut design paper to decorate.
Making the lid: Follow the general instructions.
Die cut two large squares from white velvet card.
Cut two 18 x 3.5 cm strips of white velvet card (height of the lid) and use the large zigzag cutting 
die. Adhere design paper to the lid.
Cut two extra 29.7 x 2 cm white velvet strips and adhere on the inside to give extra thickness. 
Decorating the lid: See round box for instructions on flower tuft and chocolates.
Stamp the text in black onto 6.7 x 5.5 cm design paper. Cut the text in half and work the edges 
with distress ink walnut stain. Adhere the first part of the text to the lid using 3D-glue and the 
second part to the cylinder.

Extra needed for box 1:
Collectables: COL1367 (Box 
of Chocolates), Snow paper: 
CA3104, Ribbon: white

Extra needed for box 2:
3D-tape

Materials used for both boxes:
Collectables: COL1365 (Chocolate), Creatables: LR0547 (Anja’s Leaf set), LR0672 (Basic Circle Box & Flower), LR0673 (Basic Square 
Box & Flower), LR0674 (Build-a-Box set-2 zigzag borders), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: walnut stain, Stamping ink 
Versafine: onyx black, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9166 (Brocante Summer), Velvet card A4: white 200 grs, Kraft card, Scraps 
of dark brown card, Craft tape: LR0010, Double-sided tape (Scorpal tape), Gel pen: white, Glue gun or tacky glue, Adhesive pearls: 
CA3132 (white), Quilling pen or cocktail stick (to curl the flowers), Bone folder

General instructions:
Each box consists of:
- a circle/square for the top and a strip with a zigzag glue tab that determines the height of the lid
- a smaller circle /square for the bottom and a strip with zigzag glue tab (to form the base of the cylinder/base) that determines the 
height of the box.

Top and bottom of the box:
Die cut two large basic circles/squares (top of the lid) and two small circles/squares (bottom of the base) from white velvet card. 
Die cut the large basic circle/square also 1x from design paper and adhere to the top of the lid.

Making the base: 
Determine the height of the cylinder/base of the box. Add 1.3 cm if the cutting die with the small zigzag is being used, or 1.8 cm 
if the large zigzag is being used. Hand cut the strip from white velvet card in the height needed. Then die cut the zigzag glue tab 
(LR0674) along one long side of the strip (the cutting die can be shifted). Fold the zigzag glue tab over. 
Attention: use craft tape at the beginning and end of the die, so that it does not shift while die cutting the zigzag glue tab!
Adhere strong double-sided tape to the edge of the smaller circle/square (bottom of the box) and adhere the zigzag glue tab. Then 
adhere the second circle/square of the exact size on top for a neat finish.
Making the lid: 
Follow the steps mentioned for making the base of the box. If the lid and box do not match up neatly, extra strips of white velvet 
card can be adhered. Reduce the height of these strips to avoid them being visible on the outside.



Folding the card (see photo of card inside): Cut a 19.5 x 
29.8 cm (=width of A4-sheet) Christmas red card. Fold in half 
and open again. Score (the whole width) at 5 cm up from the 
bottom. Make a 5 cm incision into the fold from the bottom up. 
Fold the flaps inside. Cut two 10.5 x 14.3 cm rectangles from red 
design paper for the inside. Adhere the lace to the flaps. Then 
adhere both flaps at the sides only (leave the centre open).
Front of card: Cut the following parts: red design paper 14 x 
14.3 cm, olive green 12.5 x 12.5 cm, and green design paper 12 
x 12 cm. Position on the card front as shown.
Cut a 14.5 x 3 cm Christmas red strip and adhere the lace and 
ribbon. Then adhere to green design paper.
Die cut/emboss (LR0671) the largest border from snow paper 
and the next one from light grey/beige design paper.
Adhere light grey/beige to snow paper.

Position on the card as shown.

1. Folding the card (see photo of card inside): Cut platinum 
into a 21 (= height of A4-sheet) x 28 cm strip. Fold in half and 
open again. Score (whole width) at 6 cm up from the bottom. 

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables by Petra: LR0435 
(Poinsettia), LR0512 (Apple 
Blossom), LR0669 (Lantern & 
Label (Christmas ), Distress 
ink: fired brick, Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1279 (Christmas 
Wishes-Gnomes), Papicolor 
card Original: fiesta red 
(918), Christmas red (943), 
olive green (945), Snow 

paper: CA3104, Vellum: white, Shiny pearls: red D110, Lace: 22 
mm red K1050, Ribbon: stars 6 mm red VV1012, Rhinestones: 
CA3136

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0669 Lantern 
& Label (Christmas), LR0675 
(Holly Leaves), Distress ink: 
pumice stone, Stamping 
ink: gold, Decoupage sheet: 
EWK1280 (Christmas Wishes-
Deer), Papicolor card: Original 
light grey (957) and Metallic 
platinum (335), Soft glitter 
paper: CA3142 (silver), 
CA3144 (platinum), Vellum: 

white, Lace: embroidery 18 mm white K1002

By Petra van Dam
hobbykaartenpetra.nl
 
Materials used for all cards:
Creatables by Petra: LR0628 (Berries), LR0671 (Circles), Creatables: LR0675 (Holly Leaves), Die cut and embossing machine, Clear 
stamps: CS1068 (Klassieke kerstteksten), Distress ink: frayed burlap, Stamping ink: black, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9171 
(Brocante Christmas), Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930), dark brown (938), olive green (945), Cadence water-based finger 
wax: pearl (6152)
 
General instructions: 
The measurements in cm are indicated like this: first you will see the height and then the width. So, if you see 10 x 5 cm, this 
means 10 cm high and 5 cm wide. Lace is adhered with doubled-sided tape.



1. Folding the card (see photo of card inside): Take a taupe A4-
sheet and cut into a 21 (=height of the A4-sheet) x 26 cm strip. 
Fold in half and open again. Score (the whole width) at 5.5 cm 
up from the bottom. Make a 5.5 cm incision into the fold from 
the bottom up.
Fold the flaps inside. 
Cut two 10.5 x 12.5 cm rectangles from brown design paper for 
the inside of the card.
Adhere the lace to the flaps. Then adhere both flaps at the sides 
only (leave the centre open).
1. Front of card: Die cut/emboss (LR0671) the largest border 
of the circle set from dark brown, and the next one from mauve 
(work with pumice stone). Adhere mauve to dark brown. Die cut 
the small circle from pearly white.
Take the shaker window and sprinkle a little shaker snow into 
it. Adhere the picture behind the window and then position the 
window on the mauve card centrally. Adhere the pearly white 
circular frame around.
Die cut/emboss the holly leaves from olive green, the berries 
from wine red, the twig of the cotton plant from dark brown and 
the flowers from a cotton pad. Position on the card as shown 
and set aside to dry.
2. Cut the following rectangles: brown design paper 15 x 12.6 
cm, silver 15.1 x 8.4 cm and light grey/beige design paper 14.7 
x 8 cm. Adhere light grey/beige to silver. Adhere a long ribbon 
to the reverse side of the silver, using non-permanent tape (see 
photo). Flip over. 
Fold a loop at the top and adhere to the front again (see photo 
3).
3. Adhere silver to brown design paper.
Stamp the text to light grey/beige design paper and cut into a 
point (see photo 3).

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables by Petra: LR0629 
(Cotton), Distress ink: pumice 
stone, Stamping ink: white, 
Decoupage sheet Mattie’s 
mini’s: MB0186 (Winter), 
Papicolor card Original: wine 
red (36), mauve (937), taupe 
(961), Decoration paper: 
CA3127 (silver), Cadence 
water-based finger wax: 
Elmas diamond (6151), Shiny 
pearls, Lace: embroidery 18 
mm cream K1002, Ribbon: 
old lilac with silver 10 mm 

CE1002, Shaker snow: LR0028, Shaker window: LR0032 (small), 
Cotton pad (for the cotton plant)

Make a 6 cm incision into the fold from the bottom up.
Fold both flaps inside.
Cut two 10.5 x 13.5 cm rectangles from brown design paper and two 5.6 
x 13.8 cm ones from design paper of a coordinating colour for the inside. 
Adhere as shown.
Adhere the lace to the flaps. Adhere the flaps on both sides only (leave 
centre open).
1. Front of card: Cut a 13.5 x 29.7 cm (= width of A4-sheet) light grey 
strip. Fold from the left-hand side: 7.4 cm mountain fold, 7,4 cm valley 
fold; 14.9 cm remains for the back of the card.
Cut 8 x 13.2 cm brown design paper for the back of the card.
Adhere brown design paper to light grey.
Cut 7 x 13.3 cm light grey/beige design paper for the folded part of the 
card.

a. Adhere the two light grey parts together.
b. Then adhere the sides to light grey. Turn the card, the brown 
design paper will be at the top and the light grey/beige at the 
bottom.

Die cut/emboss (LR0671) the largest border from platinum soft 
glitter paper, the next one from metallic platinum and work with 
pumice stone. Adhere the circles together and adhere to light 

grey/beige with glue under 

the bottom half only.
Die cut/emboss the lantern 2x from light grey. Do it 1x with 
only one cutting die and 1x with two cutting dies at the same 
time, creating an open centre. Adhere the picture behind.
Die cut/emboss the holly leaves from platinum soft glitter 
paper, the berries from platinum soft glitter paper and silver, the 
flowers from white vellum and the label from pearly white, work 
the pearly white paper with pearl finger wax. 
Position on the card as shown and set aside to dry.



4. Position the circle (photo 1) at the top of the ribbon. Lift the 
holly leaves on the reverse side and adhere the pointed paper 
with text behind. Then adhere the set to the card. Cut off the 
pointed text card in line with the side of the blank card.

By Wybrich van der Roest
wybrich.blogspot.com

Round off the corners of the following sheets of card/paper 
before adhering them together.
Cut pearly white card into an 11 x 11 cm top-fold card and a 6 
x 14.5 cm strip, and design paper into a 10.5 x 10.5 cm square 
and a 5.5 x 14.5 cm strip. 
Use the Creatables to cut a square from design paper and the 
decoupage sheet.
Tie a bow on the left-hand side and tie wax cord around it.
Die cut a label and stamp a text, thread a ribbon and bow of 
wax cord through.
Stamp a text and cut around it.

Materials used for this card:
Creatables: LR0673 (Basic 
Square Box and Flower), Clear 
stamps+cutting dies set: 
CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), 
Die cut and embossing 
machine, Stamps: CS1067 
(Handgeschreven teksten), 
Stamping ink: black, Decoupage 

sheet: EWK1279 (Christmas Wishes), Pretty Papers design paper 
pad: PK9171 (Brocante Christmas), Papicolor card Original: 
pearly white (930), Corner punch, Organza ribbon, Wax cord: 
green



By Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards: 
Craftables by Marleen: CR1514 (Frogs), CR1515 (Water Lily), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamps by Marleen: CS1058 (Banners), 
CS1065 (Opkikkerteksten), Stamping ink: Archival jet black, Pretty Papers design paper pads: PK9157 (Soft Pastels), PB7058 (Eline’s 
Babies - Little Miracles-A4), Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), light pink (923), pearly white (930), Card: green, Gel pen: 
white, Hemp cord: white, Adhesive pearls: CA3132 (white), Adhesive stones: blue, Rhinestones: CA3136 (silver)

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white top-fold card, 13 x 13 cm 
light pink 13 x 13 cm and 12.5 x 12.5 cm design paper. Adhere 
the layers together.
Die cut a pearly white tulip.
Cut a 9.2 cm Ø baby blue circle and an 8.7 cm Ø circle from 
design paper. Adhere together and position on the card with 
3D-tape.
Cut/tear an 11 x approx. 4 cm blue strip and adhere.
Die cut the frogs, leaves and lilies.
Die cut the round banner, stamp a text, and tie hemp cord 
through. Adhere with 3D-tape. 
Decorate the card with adhesives stones.

Use the outer lines of the craft stencil and draw the water lily 
onto an A4-size pearly white sheet.
Use the 11 cm Ø circle of the mask stencil and draw it above the 
leaf with a pencil, make sure that it falls slightly over the leaf to 
create a connection of approximately 5 cm. Cut out and make a 
fold in the piece of paper between leaf and circle. Then fold the 
circle in half with the top towards the first fold.
Draw the outer lines of the water lily onto light pink, cut out 
and draw the top part of the folded circle, creating an easel 
card.

For decoration purposes use the inner lines of the stencil. Draw 
them onto the reverse side of the paper/design paper. Do not 
forget to turn the stencil over, to avoid drawing a mirror image!
Start with the leaf of the water lily, the back will be a little too 
long, so cut in shape neatly and adhere.
Then draw round the petals, cut out and adhere to the pink 
flower.
Die cut the frogs, leaves and lilies. Assemble and adhere to the 
card.
Die cut an oblong blue banner, stamp a text, make a bow of 
hemp cord, and adhere using 3D-glue.
Decorate the card with adhesives stones and pearls and two 
butterflies die cut from snow paper.

Extra needed for this card: 
Creatables: LR0654 (Tulip 
Doily), Papicolor card Original: 
baby blue (956), Circle cutter

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1499 (Flower Jug 
by Marleen-Butterfly used), 
Stamps+cutting dies set: CS1059 
(Telefoonberichten-Text labels 
used), Craft stencil: PS8072 
(Water Lily by Marleen), Mask 
stencil: PS8006 (Karin’s Basic 
Shapes-Circle), Snow paper: 
CA3104 (glitter)



Use an A4-size MDF-clip board and a 20 x 29 cm sheet of greyish 
kraft. Cut 17 x 19 cm pink design paper and 13 x 19 cm green 
design paper (tear off one long side). Cut the picture into 9.4 
x 16.7 cm and adhere to 9.9 x 17.2 cm white card and then to 
10.4 x 17.7 cm red design paper.
Cut printed and plain design paper: 3.5 x 9.5 cm - 2.5 x 11.5 
cm (green) and 2 x 8.5 cm - 3 x 6.8 cm (pink). Adhere behind 
the picture as shown. Place the doghouse onto greyish kraft and 
the wooden planks onto white card. Draw around the outline in 
pencil and cut out. Then place the stencil onto different colours 
of design paper. Draw around the outlines of the parts needed 
and cut out. Assemble the doghouse and stamp the text in black 
ink. Die cut the motifs needed from different colours of design 
paper and card.
Finish the clip board as per example given.

Cut a 14.5 x 15 cm top-fold card from greyish kraft. Adhere 11.2 
x 14 cm design paper to 11.7 x 14.5 cm white card and a 1.4 x 
14.2 cm strip of design paper to 1.7 x 14.5 cm white card.
Cut 3.5 x 14 cm design paper and 2.5 x 4.5 cm pink design 
paper. Stamp the text with black ink onto the pink strip. 
Cut the picture into 8.4 x 8.9 cm and adhere to 8.8 x 9.3 cm 
blue design paper and then to 9.2 x 9.7 cm white card.
Die cut the motifs needed from different colours of design paper 
and card.
Finish the card as per example given.

Cut a 10.5 x 29.5 cm strip from kraft and score at 21.5 cm. 
Round off two corners.
Cut the picture into 9 x 19.8 cm and adhere to 9.5 x 20.3 cm 
white card and then to 10 x 20.8 cm green design paper.
Adhere 6.4 x 9 cm design paper and to 6.9 x 9.5 cm white card 
and then to 7.4 x 10 cm green design paper.
Cut one circle from white card and two from green design paper. 
Stamp the text in black ink. 
Adhere 2.6 x 3.3 cm design paper to 3 x 3.7 cm light green 
design paper.
Die cut the motifs needed from different colours of design paper 
and card.
Finish the card as per example given.

By Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables by Eline: COL1454 (Cats), COL1464 (Dogs), COL1486 (Cats’ accessories), COL1487 (Dog’s accessories), Die cut and 
embossing machine, Stamps: CS1023 (Poeslief), Stamping ink Versafine: onyx black, Pretty Paper design paper pads: PK9161 (Floral 
Delight) and PB7058 (Eline’s Babies - Little Miracle), Card: grey (diff. shades), kraft, white and black, Circle cutter, Gel pen: white 

Extra needed for this clip 
board: 
Creatables: LR0581 (Bunting 
Banners), Craft stencil: PS8030 
(Doghouse by Marleen), Pretty 
Paper design paper pad: 
PK9170 (A4-Wood & Stone), 
Decoupage sheet: AK0078 

(Eline’s Cat-Dog background), Clip board: LR0034 (A4)

Extra needed for this card: 
Decoupage sheet: AK0079 
(Eline’s Animals - Puppies)

Extra needed for this card: 
Decoupage sheet: AK0078 
(Eline’s Cat-Dog background), 
Bells, Buttons, Rope



Cut velvet card into a 12 x 12 cm blank card and a 11.5 x 11.5 
cm square, work the square with a blending tool and distress 
ink.
Stamp the text onto an 8.5 x 8.5 cm velvet paper and work with 
distress oxide ink.
Die cut two flowers from velvet paper and work with distress ink.
Adhere the smallest square with 3D-tape.
Decorate the card with sequins.

Cut velvet paper into a 15 x 11 cm blank card and a 13.5 x 9.5 
cm square, work the square with a blending tool and distress 
ink. Sprinkle a little water on top.
Cut a 14.5 x 10.5 cm black card and a 13,5 x 9,5 cm white 
velvet one.
Stamp the texts with Versamark ink onto the coloured paper and 
work with white embossing powder and a heat tool. 
Die cut the flowers from velvet paper and adhere to the coloured 
paper. Cut off the flower stems in line with the card.
Decorate the card with sequins.

Extra needed for this card:
Distress ink and distress oxide 
ink: cracked pistachio, lucky 
clover, squeezed lemonade, 
tumbled glass, worn lipstick

Extra needed for this card:
Distress ink: fired brick, 
mustard seed, seedless 
preserves, squeezed lemonade, 
spiced marmalade, Stamping 
ink: Versamark transparent, 
Embossing powder: white, 
Card: black, Heat tool

By Rianne Smal
instagram.com/smalrianne
 
Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1516 (Wildflower set), CR1517 (Field Bouquet), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1066 (Super-Mega-Kei-
Onwijs leuke), Velvet card: white, Blending tool, Sequins


